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ABSTRACT
Dataset search is a long-standing problem across both industry and

academia. While most industry tools focus on identifying one or

more datasets matching a user-specified query, most recent aca-

demic papers focus on the subsequent problems of join and union

discovery for a given dataset. In this paper, we take a step back

and ask: is the task of identifying an initial dataset really a solved

problem? Are join and union discovery indeed the most pressing

problems to work on? To answer these questions, we survey 89

data professionals and surface the objectives, processes, and tools

used to search for structured datasets, along with the challenges

faced when using existing systems. We uncover characteristics of

data content and metadata that are most important for data pro-

fessionals during search, such as granularity and data freshness.

Informed by our analysis, we argue that dataset search is not yet a

solved problem, but is, in fact, difficult to solve. To move the needle

in the right direction, we distill four desiderata for future dataset

search systems: iterative interfaces, hybrid querying, task-driven

search and result diversity.

1 THE DATASET SEARCH PROBLEM
Finding relevant datasets through a process of dataset search is

essential to make sense of and extract value from data, underlying

applications in data discovery and preparation, data exploration,

data science, and machine learning. Dataset search has a renewed

emphasis thanks to the emergence of data cataloging and gover-

nance platforms [4, 17] operating alongside data lakes and lake-

houses [6]. With the volume of data collected worldwide estimated

to reach 180 zettabytes by 2025 [3], dataset search is essential to

navigate large data catalogs effectively and efficiently.

Recent work [11] categorizes dataset search into one of two ob-

jectives: 1) identifying an initial dataset for a given task, i.e., basic
dataset search, and 2) enriching an already-identified dataset, e.g.,

via joins or unions. For the former, the input query is a keyword

search expression, while for the latter, the input query is a table

targeted for enrichment. We find that the majority of recent aca-

demic research has been focused on the latter objective, via join and

union discovery for a target table [9, 10, 12–14, 19, 21]. Some recent

academic papers consider basic dataset search as a component of

one-shot question answering (e.g. “What housing price indexes are
available for cities in Pennsylvania?” ) [18, 23], targeting lay users

rather than data analytics use cases. On the other hand, most in-

dustry systems focus on basic dataset search, relying on syntactic

keyword matching between queries and tables, as well as filtering

over metadata such as date ranges [11]. Recent industry systems
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continue to focus on basic dataset search, but incorporate semantic

search, i.e., retrieving datasets based on similarities between embed-

dings of queries and datasets (e.g., schemas) [1, 2], question-based

search [22], or profiling metrics [7].

The gap between academic research and industry dataset search

systems raises the question: is basic dataset search truly “solved”?

What are the unmet needs in basic dataset search, and dataset search

in general? Furthermore, how important is our community’s current

research focus on enrichment over basic search? Anecdotally, as

well as from our experience, we believe that basic dataset search still

very much remains an unsolved problem. However, we lack a deep

understanding of user needs—both quantitative and qualitative—

with respect to dataset search. A survey of the present-day users of

dataset search can help identify best practices, inform challenges,

and provide a roadmap for future system development.

We therefore conducted an online survey among 89 data profes-

sionals focusing on dataset search, with a focus on structured data

and analytical use-cases. We sought to understand why people

search for data, how they do it—where do they search, what tools

do they use, and what is their process, what aspects of datasets

that they are searching for are most important to them, what chal-

lenges they face, and what ideal dataset search systems should

support. Our survey spanned participants from various industries

and organizations, ranging from finance, tech, and healthcare, to

energy, real-estate, and government. Our findings illustrate that

basic dataset search is still a time-consuming process, relying on

iterative workflows and collaboration among coworkers. Moreover,

existing systems are not semantically robust and flexible enough

to handle the sheer diversity of data characteristics and queries,

resulting often in dataset overload. We present four desiderata for

future dataset search systems: iterative interfaces, hybrid querying,

task-driven search, and result comprehensibility and diversity.

2 WHERE DOWE STAND IN PRACTICE?

Survey design. We conducted a survey to understand the state

of dataset search in practice. The survey first inquires about the

objectives, workflows and tools used for dataset search, zooms in on

challenges faced in the current process, and closes with inquiring

about ideal dataset search tools. In total, the survey comprises

15 questions. We begin with a control question to verify that the

respondent has experience with data search for work. It continues

with 10 questions, of which 6 aremultiple-choice questions and 4 are

open text answers. The last 4 questions collect information about

the participant background (e.g. role and industry). The survey can

be viewed at: https://forms.gle/xEHeBuCdiYnXSc2CA.We recruited

respondents through mailing lists and social media channels calling

specifically for data professionals (e.g., data scientists, analysts, or

engineers as well as domain experts who have analyzed data).
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Respondent characteristics. From the 99 responses we excluded

10 responses of respondents who either explicitly expressed to

not have experience with data tasks for work, or were researchers

outside of applied fields like retail or finance (and could thus bias

our results, for example, if they were CS researchers). In total,

our analysis included 89 responses. Most respondents were data

scientists, analysts, or engineers, as shown in Figure 1. We had

a good spread of professional experience among participants: <

3 years (16%), 3-5 years (37.4%), 5-8 years (17.2%), and >8 years

(23.2%).
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Figure 1: Roles and organization domains of the survey re-
spondents included in this analysis.

2.1 The Practitioner’s Perspective

Why and where we search. As discussed, dataset search gener-

ally serves one of two goals: 1) identifying an initial dataset for a

given task, 2) finding a table to enrich a certain dataset with. The

responses show that the search objective is skewed towards the first

(79%) while enriching a target dataset is also important (52%). More

respondents seek data in internal databases (70%) than external

data repositories (61%).

Takeaway 1. Search most frequently serves the identification
of the initial dataset(s) useful for a given task.

Tools used for search. On inquiring which tools respondents

use to search, we observed three frequent terms “SQL” (13), “in-

ternal” (14), and “Google” (29). We group the responses into these

three categories, and add the category “colleagues” due to recurring

comments about discussions with colleagues to inform search. We

find that public interfaces (e.g. Google Dataset Search, public data

repositories) were mentioned most as seen in Figure 2, aligning

with our earlier finding that data workers search both internal and

external data stores relatively equally. When searching for internal

datasets, databases (e.g. Hive, Databricks or Big Query) and SQL

were commonly mentioned (29%), whereas only 9% reported using

specialized data search tools such as Domo or tools built in-house.

Takeaway 2. For internal search, search features of databases
are used most. Only 9% use specialized dataset search tools.

Properties of tables searched for. We asked respondents to

identify the properties they consider important when expressing

their search needs, specifically relating to content and metadata of

structured datasets. With regards to the content, unsurprisingly,

the semantics of the table are considered most important (Figure 3).
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Figure 2: Tools used in practice to search for datasets.

However, the survey uncovers that the granularity of content (e.g.,

geographic or temporal) in the table is relevant too, which is rarely

an attribute that existing systems enable search over. With regards

to metadata, we find that table dimensions, freshness, frequency,

and detailed schema are considered most relevant.
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Figure 3: Importance of table properties for expressing data
search intent, along content and metadata axes.

Takeaway 3. Semantics, freshness and frequency, dimensions
and granularity, are most important in expressing search intent.

The process behind data search. To better understand the full

process behind “basic dataset search”, we asked respondents to

select the methods they use when searching for datasets. Unsurpris-

ingly, querying data stores is most common. As shown in Figure 4,

it appears that consultations with coworkers and experts is the

second most common method (61%). Filters and categories are also

frequently used when expressing one’s search need (43%).
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Figure 4: Methods used to search for datasets.

Among free-form explanations, we find the below quotes which

resemble many similar responses within the respective category.

Apart from querying a database, most quotes indicate a collabora-

tive workflow where the search need is informed by coworkers.
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“Identify the problem and the data for the problem. Then based
on the data needed to answer the problem used specific keyword
or tag search. Also, identify people who have worked on similar
problems and try to contact them to understand data they used.”
(Using specific search queries)

“Having so many tables, I ask more experienced colleagues
which ones are most inherent to the analysis I need to do. I then
navigate through the categories and tags to looks for others.”
(Consultation with coworkers or experts)

“I use keyword search provided by the repository. Sometimes I
browse through categories or use them as filters in addition to
keyword search.” (Browsing categories or tags)

“During consultation with coworkers, I try to determine the use
case we are solving and relevant data we’ll need to analyse. -
Sometimes we have to find the needle in the haystack so we
search using common keywords in error logs -Date Time tags
are most useful in that respect.” (Utilizing search filters)

Takeaway 4. Dataset search is not just a query, but an iterative
and collaborative process involving many humans-in-the-loop.

Why existing systems do not serve search needs. We inquired

about challenges people face in dataset search with existing pro-

cesses and systems. Respondents’ most pressing challenge is the

syntactic inconsistencies between table content and metadata, mo-

tivating more focus on accurate semantic search methods. Other

challenges include an excess of attributes (and datasets), unclear

granularity of the data, and more issues listed in Figure 5.
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Figure 5: Challenges in existing dataset search workflows.

Below, a few exemplary quotes for the most common categories:

“Same fields may have different names in two tables, and some-
times the same name may means different in two tables.” (In-
consistent naming conventions)

“Public real estate datasets often are very wide and contain
many columns that are not used for analysis. ... This often
confuses junior researchers who don’t know which columns are
relevant and which are not.” (Too many data attributes)

“Once I had to do an analysis but it was painful because almost
every column had unrecognizable information (like encrypted)
it took longer than I was expecting” (Column values with

unclear meanings)

“Categorical level of detailing is required, which is not possible
this days.” (Unclear granularity)

These quotes indicate that the retrieved results are hard to digest

and navigate due to unclear semantics and abundance of tables as

well as their large sizes.We also identifiedmany quotes emphasizing

the limited expressiveness of existing query interfaces.

Takeaway 5. The syntactic data inconsistencies and query
flexibility are the most challenging aspects of existing systems.

Imagining the ideal dataset search system. Our final survey

questions asked practitioners what they envision for an ideal dataset

search system. In their free-form responses, we recognize five main

themes, ordered by frequency: semantic search capabilities, more

flexible and richer querying, SQL or NL interfaces to data stores,

task- or question-driven search, and joinability. Figure 6 shows a

distribution of these themes.
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Figure 6: General themes expressed in inquiring about the
ideal search system would be.

We highlight interesting quotes for the most common themes:

“Topic model search results, based on sentence similarity with
the dataset description.” (Semantic search)

“Show me product usage datasets where the main fact ta-
ble is event-level usage data with hundreds of millions of
records and there are dimension tables for user and account.”
(Richer/flexible search)

“Ideally I would have something that could work across all of
the various datasources and table and be able to use SQL (or
a trustable NLP solution) and pull all the relevant data and
metadata.” (SQL or NL interface for data search)

“Dataset to <solve issue of...> with columns <1,2,3,...> on <gran-
ularity desired>” (Task- or question-driven)

Clearly, semantic search capabilities are key to develop further,

whereas a richer set of queryable metadata is strongly desired too.

Across many quotes, we also detect a number of conversationally

expressed search needs, which we discuss further in Section 3.

Takeaway 6. Future data search systems are ideally semantic,
task-driven, iterative, and coupled with flexible query interfaces.
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3 DESIDERATA FOR DATA SEARCH SYSTEMS
Based on our survey analysis, we distill the following four desider-

ata to inform next-generation dataset search systems.

D1: Iterative Interfaces. Respondents highlight two shortcom-

ings regarding the interaction with existing search interfaces. First,

existing interfaces require the search intent to be condensed into a

single query. However, we find that search needs can be more com-

plex and do not necessarily fit into a one- or two-step procedure.

Second, dataset search appears a time-consuming back-and-forth

process involving data scientists/analysts, engineers, and domain

stakeholders. We wonder: is the search bar still the best suited in-

terface to express complicated search needs? How can we move

beyond the search bar? We suggest exploring more iterative inter-

faces to guide pruning the search space. Conversational interfaces

wrapped around generative language models could enable breaking

down complicated search queries iteratively [15] while replicating

data science and domain expertise.

D2: Hybrid Querying. Accurately capturing and flexibly query-

ing the semantics of the tables appears critical. Existing search

systems are too sensitive to syntactic inconsistencies, necessitating

semantic representations of the table content. Neural table em-

beddings have been shown to robustly capture the semantics of

tables [20]. But our survey analysis also reveals that just semantics

won’t get the job done. Search intent for data analytics tasks oper-

ates over table semantics as well as table metadata (e.g. granularity

and freshness), hence should both be treated as first-class citizens in

search systems.We need to facilitate querying over hybrid represen-

tations seamlessly. The dimensions of metadata should also expand

beyond what is supported now, and can arise from curated metadata

frameworks like Croissant [5] and Google Dataset Search [8], or

build on custom metadata schemas possibly populated using LLMs.

D3: Task-driven Search. As many quotes in this paper illustrate,

users often don’t knowwhat kind of dataset would serve their needs

or which datasets are available in the first place. However, existing

systems assume that the mapping from use-case to data specifi-

cation is complete, necessitating consultations with co-workers

to inform this specification. We believe that systems should en-

able searching for datasets for a specific use-case, going beyond

question-oriented retrieval as in recent work [18, 23] to serve data

professionals who aim to retrieve dataset(s) for, for example, “devel-
oping an ML pipeline for predictive maintenance for motor engines”.

D4: Result Comprehensibility and Diversity. With an increas-

ing growth in data volumes, hence large search spaces, the set of

tables resulting from a single query appears too excessive for users

to navigate through. While more iterative interfaces help prun-

ing this space, practitioners find a high semantic overlap across

retrieved results due to generic schema semantics and duplication

of tables and columns. Including more metadata attributes such as

popularity, granularity, and freshness may be a strong component

in the solution, it might not solve semantic overlap in the result set

entirely. To further address this pain point, we can take inspiration

from the communities working on information retrieval and rec-

ommendation systems and enforce result diversity and drill-down

techniques [15, 16].

4 CONCLUSION
While systems and algorithmic papers on dataset search abound,

we lack a human-centered perspective on the processes and open

challenges in dataset search. We presented an analysis of a survey

across data professionals for data analytics use-cases. Our insights

reveal a need for systems with more flexible retrieval engines and

richer search interfaces. We propose four concrete desiderata for

next-generation search systems: 1) iterative interfaces, 2) hybrid

querying, 3) task-driven search, and 4) result diversity.
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